boat test: Moody 54DS

Sur la mer
It is big, beamy and
fully appointed so editor
Phillip Ross took it
for a test to see if it is a
serious sailing yacht or
a block of flats
Sixteen sold in the first year, three of
those in Australia already and another
three on the one year waiting list,
clearly this boat has struck a chord.
If you did not already know, there is
an Australian connection between the
Moody 54DS and the Moody agents
in this country. Managing director of
Windcraft Australia Peter Hrones was
requested by Moody owners Hanse,
of which Windcraft are also agents, to
assist in the design of the boat’s layout
alongside Moody architect Bill Dixon
and design team Judel Vrolik.
Windcraft had been successful sellers
of the other two Moody yachts the 45DS
and the 62DS so when it decided to
build a fusion between those two boats
they asked Hrones to join the design
team with his obvious knowledge of
what sells a boat.
The result is a large yacht that is
not only well-built, it is also cleverly
appointed.
Moody and Hrones make no apologies
that this boat was built to appeal to
powerboat owners and catamaran
owners containing all the features that
appeals in those concepts; as well as
being an easy boat to sail and sail well,
to appeal to monohull owners.
To accomplish such a difficult task
it needed to be over 50 feet, keeping it
to such a price point is a testament to
the work put into the design. In fact
Hrones was recently awarded Hanse
Group’s ‘Global dealer of the year’ for,
as the Hanse Group stated: “his vision,
confidence and innovative spirit during
the creation of the new Moody 54DS.”
Given all that kudos, is the boat worth
all of its base boat $1.295 million?
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Note the excellent
dimmable lighting from
the bimini ‘wings’ and
the split backstay.
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“...this boat was built to
appeal to powerboat owners
and catamaran owners.”
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Here we go
We took the boat out in a lovely breezy
Pittwater day.
Woy Woy is Peter Hrones’ own yacht
and this was his first opportunity to
sail it in such good breeze on his home
waters. A 15 to 20 knot southerly meant
the breeze was strong but the waters
were flat. It was easy enough to unfurl
the self-tacking jib and the mast-furling
main and get underway.
All sail controls are run under the
cabin top and come out just forward of
the twin steering stations. All winches
are electric wind-on/wind-off, a
sensible choice on such a big rig and to
complement the easy-to-sail philosophy
of the design.
Even though the mainsail has vertical
battens due to its mast furling, the
shape was quite good and within no
time we had Woy Woy heeling over in
the gusts. Once you start sailing you get
the idea behind the emphasis Hrones
had on easy sailing without denying the
sailor the full experience.
The steering deck is raised above the
cockpit and outboard, giving excellent
viewing down the side decks. Seated
sightlines are well thought out as you look
through the saloon cabin front windows.
Standing sightlines looking across the
cabin top, however is slightly restricted
over the hard bimini. Overall though
there is no feeling of disconnect from the
water that sometimes can be experienced
on multihulls of the same size.
While the halyards all tie off at the
mast all sheets and furling lines run to
the winches at the skipper’s reach.
As with most boats of the modern
design, the hull heels to a comfortable
angle and then proceeds to transfer
all sail power into forward thrust.
The velocity prediction program (VPP)
for this boat said we should have been
doing eight knots at 350 of apparent
wind angle, in fact we could crank this
boat up to just 30 0 off the wind and still
comfortably hit 7.5kts. In the photos you
can see the boat sits nice and level fore
and aft on its waterline.
It got better as we cracked sheets
and unleashed the 125 per cent furling
genoa, constantly we bettered the
computer VPPs. Peter Hrones and his
crew intend to take one of these boats
in the Sydney to Hobart race and it
will be very interesting to see how she
performs to handicap rating.
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LEFT: Sun filled
saloon with the table
leaves folded in to
provide cup holders.
OPPOSITE PAGE:
Setting a cracking
pace.

SPECIFICATIONS
Moody 54DS
Length (m) 17.15
Waterline (m): 15.15
Beam (m): 5.20
Draft (m): 2.60 standard
Displacement (kg): 23000
Ballast (kg): 7000
P (m): 20.70
Steering was light but responsive,
again there was none of that disconnect
often noticeable in large yachts.
Direction change response is direct and
immediate, yet it will sit on the straight
and narrow with minimal vigilance
from the skipper. This means any crew
member should not be discouraged in
taking turns to steer such a large hull.
On the provided specifications this
boat’s displacement to length ratio puts
it at the heavy end of light cruiser/racer.
The design collaborations between
Judel Vrolik and Moody’s long-standing
partner Dixon Yacht Designs, has
clearly worked wonders. This is a big
boat, but it sits gently in the water and
traverses it with an unexpected ease.
Around the outside
Most boats of this size and Moody have
traditionally been guilty of this, have very
large slab sides with little tumblehome.
But this boat of over 17 metres is a
turnabout, as the side view hides a
bulwark that runs around the topsides.
This means the side view sits quite low in
the water for a boat of this size.
The bulwark provides an extra level of
safety for those that need to travel out
of the cockpit. It also neatly hides most of
the cabin top to the casual viewer, without
hiding any of the windows.
Despite that extra safety, there are
strong handholds all along the cabin top
and both those and the solid lifelines
can be reached at the same time.

Down the centreline of the cabin
top is a length of tinted tough window
incorporating many opening hatches
and providing excellent light and a view
for those below. This is not the sort of
boat where you would add solar panels
or rainwater collectors.
On the bow sit the two furling
headsails on massive electric Furlex’s.
A twin bow roller feeds the windlass and
behind the chain locker is a huge forard
storage bin that can double as a captain’s
berth with own wash facilities. The bow
thruster is accessed from here.
All standard and running rigging
is more than adequate. There was no
feeling of pressure in the sheets as
the electric winches did all the work,
seemingly without strain.
Due to its deck saloon configuration
the cockpit and indoor cabin saloon is
all on one level. As mentioned, this is to
tap into the powerboat and catamaran
market that enjoy this kind of living.
The large companionway door is offset
to starboard.
This style then means the living level
can be optioned in various ways. Peter
Hrones, for his boat Woy Woy, opted for
a starboard galley with the navigation
table and indoor steering station forward
of that sitting at the bridge windows.
The galley at the aft end of the cabin gives
the cook access through large opening
windows to serve those seated outside.
To port are stairs down to the aft cabin
and separate head with a large bulkhead

E (m): 7.10
Sail area (m2): 160.50
Air draft (m): 25.30
Sail area:displacement: 20.07
Displacement:length: 187.98
Ballast:displacement: 0.30
Theoretical hull speed (kt): 9.46
Base boat (AU$): 1.295 million
Boat supplied by Windcraft Pittwater
with thanks
www.windcraft.com.au/
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CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE: The inside
steering station, to the left you can see the
stairs down to the three main cabins; Heeled
over hard on the wind, but that is as far as she
leans; Master cabin - so big it had to be shot
in wide angle!
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forward of that. This bulkhead holds
a pop-up bar and/or coffee machine
holder with an optional microwave and
dishwasher underneath. This backs the
U-shape saloon with convertible table.
The saloon seats six and the table can
fold up its sides to reveal drinks holders
or fold down for full dinner service.
The table neatly slides fore and aft to
make it easier to slide in and out of the
lounge. The table also hydraulically
lowers to become a double day bed.
The overhead bimini is a clever nod
to its multihull/powerboat competitors.
It consists of two ‘wings’ on either side
with a pull-out soft cover that slides in
between. So your cockpit can be bathed
in overhead light or, in an instant,
covered with a full UV cover. The wings
house cockpit down lighting and stereo
speakers. For Hrones there is another
electric fridge for guests to keep their
drinks cold and close to hand.
The transom hydraulically lowers to
provide a large bathing platform and
access to the tender storage under the
steering station. It will fit an inflatable
over two metres long but would require
a little deflation to fit its width.
This area gives excellent access to the
emergency steering.
This boat has a myriad of small but
clever design tricks, mostly thought up

by Hrones. At the steering stations there
is comfy seating for two people while
steering. The seat backs, however, pull out
and reverse so that the steerer can sit on
them to be more upright while steering or
it can be used to sit down facing out the
rear of the boat, sweet.
Navigation station
Calling it a navigation station is a bit
of a misnomer. Sitting just forward of
the galley with a comfortable plush
seat this is really a steering station
with navigation repeaters from the aft
master steering pods.
But here the skipper can sit in
comfort out of the weather and control
the autopilot, as well as the engine,
thrusters, navigation systems, the
stereo and even the pop-up large screen
television! The station is right behind
the forward cabin windows with a
fantastic view all around, there are even
demister fans from the air conditioning
making sure the view is not fogged.
There are a multitude of navigation
and instrumentation package options
available from both Raymarine
and B&G
Engine room
What a room it is! Opening the large
hatch in the floor of the saloon and

immediately to hand halfway down the steps is the fuel
management system.
Due to the main cabin walkway being offset you come
down alongside the engine for easy access on the port side
and the generator on the starboard side. Behind that is the
air conditioning compressor system and other assorted
engine equipment.
Although it is a large Volvo three cylinder 107 kilowatt
engine, when the door is closed the engine noise is minimal
and saloon conversations are easily heard.
The Volvo’s 300 litre fuel tank should give the boat
approximately 100 hours of cruising speed.
Batteries consist of one 90 amp hour engine and four 165Ah
house. There are two optional house generators available.
Given the large size of this engine room I was unable to
find easy access to keel bolts but all through-hull fittings
were easily found throughout the rest of the boat.
Time for bed
By placing the galley upstairs in the main saloon, Peter
Hrones was able to include four cabins in Woy Woy: master,
VIP, guest and aft. There are three heads.
The master cabin is a large double bed of 2.1m length with
walk-around sides. It has TV, hanging lockers and lots of
storage space, including underneath the bed by lifting the
end half.
The central skylight provides plenty of light and a perfect
view up the mast. All opening hatches and portholes have
fine mesh blinds.
Air conditioning controls are at the bed head and the outlet
fans blow along the top of the storage lockers to disseminate
the air gently and lessen any noise.
There is a little dressing table against the aft bulkhead.
The VIP cabin to port has a marginally smaller bed but
still with a walk-around access. It has hanging lockers and
storage space (maybe more than the master) and door to the
share head/shower which also opens out to the hall just aft
of the padded mast.
It is in this walkway area that the major electronic control
system for the boat can be found. Here the owner can control
the ac and the sound system; plus change the boat over to any
of its programmable preset systems.
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Using C-bus controls, now used in
many onshore buildings and homes, the
owner can press a button to tell the boat
they are leaving for a length of time. This
then shuts off all the unnecessary power
drains that had been running.
Preset controls include ‘offboard’
where the boat may maintain the
refrigeration and cooling for when
the owners return but reduce other
unnecessary power drains. While
‘onboard’ has two settings for day and
night, altering the ac temperatures and
lighting accordingly.
The central control panel allows the
owner to monitor other vital elements
of the boat such as bilge pump, fuel
and water tank levels among others.
On the starboard side is the guest
cabin which is a little smaller than the
VIP, with standard double bed and
enough storage space.
These two cabins provide access
through the hanging lockers to the
substantial turnbuckles.
The fourth cabin is off the main saloon
down three steps to port forard of the
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Owner Peter Hrones
shows the excellent
seating position
from the twin wheels
and access to the
instrument pods and
sail trim winches.

cockpit bulkhead. This has two single
berths with hanging lockers and the
largest head and shower on board which
houses the all-in-one washer/dryer.
From this cabin there is access to the
propellor shaft.
All cabin lighting is dimmable and
all cupboards and lockers and drawers
include automatic lights on opening.
Headroom throughout the boat
is two metres. Sneaking around I

happened across the secret slide out
wine cellar this boat conceals.
If ever you get a chance to take a sail
on one, see if you can find it.
For those that did not pick up the
musical reference from the headline
to this story, it is a song title from the
rock group The Moody Blues. The loose
connection to this boat’s marque is off
the mark however: in no way is this boat
conducive to make you feel ‘blue’,

